
INFORMATION REGARDING LEOSA PERMIT 
 

 

Assault Weapons & High Capacity Magazines 
Anything that meets the definition of an “assault weapon” (translation….anything you qualified at the 
range with as a rifle, or anything that looks like that), along with any magazines (for any gun) that hold 
more than 10 rounds NEED to be declared with SLFU within 90 days of retirement.  Any gun that needs 
to be declared, needs to go on a DESPP-414c (one form for each gun), and magazines need to be listed 
on a DESPP-788 (type, caliber, number of rounds it holds, how many of them you have).  Both of these 
need to be accompanied by a letter of good standing and proof of purchase for each firearm (if 
possible), and subsequently submitted to Deirdre Cesario at SLFU via appointment.  The best way to 
reach her and set up a day/time is by email Deirdre.cesario@ct.gov or 860-685-8449. 

LEOSA/HR-218/RETIRED CARRY 
In order to legally carry in all 50 states on your badge after retirement, you need to obtain a LEOSA ID.  
The requirements to obtain a LEOSA ID are 1)hold and maintain a VALID CT Pistol Permit 2)retire in good 
standing 3)qualify annually at the range.  LEOSA range dates occur on a monthly basis, and there is an 
AM or PM session to choose from.  You can qualify with up to 2 firearms during the AM session and 1 
during the PM session, and these will be the firearms you will be required to carry while utilizing this ID.  
The range dates are available on the CSP website (ct.gov/despp) and you can sign up for a date by 
contacting Imisa Rivera at Imisa.Rivera@ct.gov or 860-685-8011.  You will need to complete the 
attached two forms every year prior to qualifying; A Retiree Concealed Handgun Authorization 
Application (HR-218) and a Release and Indemnification Firearms Training Form.  You will not be able to 
qualify for LEOSA with CSP if you will still be active law enforcement for another agency. 

 

 


